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ABSTRACT

A solution of the nonlinear electro-thermal problem of the

scattering of plane electrornagnetic i4¡aves normally incident on a poly-

conductor slab with a rnetal substrate is presented. Since the electrical
conductivity of the slab is a nonlinear function of the temperature

profile, and hence the power absorbed at every point in the slab, the

formulation for the electric fieLd and tempeïature distribution in the

slab leads to a pair of coupled nonlinear second orderordinary differential
equations which are solved partially analytically by the l{.K.B. nethod

and partially numericalry by the finite difference nethod.

The variations of the reflection coefficient, the surface impedance

and surface temperature with frequency and incident electric field, as

well as the resulting profiles of the electric field, conductivity and

temperature inside the slab are presented in graphical form, discussed

and analyzed. These results suggest certain practical applications which

are also described.
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1, INTRODUCTION

The problem of nonlinear scattering of electromagnetic waves from

surfaces whose characteristics aïe not constant but are functions of the

excitation or of the spatial coordinates is of great interest to the

electrical engineer. such a problem frequently occurs in the study of
microwave heating pïocesses or in analyzing the propagation of electro-
magnetic waves through plasma layers or along the surface of the earth

where both the electrical parameters (e.g. permittivity, permeability,

conductivity, etc.) and the physical parameters (such as tenpeïarure,

viscosity, density, etc.) are depenclent on the energy absorbed and hence

on the field excitation. An example illustrating this is the problem of
mj-crolvave heating of dielectrics where the material perrnittivity changes

with excitation (e.g.moisture evaporation of food in a microwave oven

where the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity change [1] ) and

rvhere such variation is important in optirni zing a microwave heating

process in real time.

Due to the extreme difficulties encounteïed in the mathemati-ca1

analysis of such a class of nonlinear problem, very little is knolvn in
this area. Most of tÌre previous works have mainly dealt with the

propagation of electromagnetic lÀ/aves along the surface of the earth or

through the layers of the atmosphere lvhere in general the wave number of
the medium is considered a function of the coordinates and not of the

excitation; hence the interaction between the parameters and the excitation
was not taken into account. several problems where the wave number

profiles allow the solutions to be expressed in a closed form have been

investigated. Tire exponentially increasing conductivity with depth has

been introduced by shmoys in an anlysis for hori zontally polarized rvaves



where he obtained a solution of the field in terns of the Hankel functions

t2l. Galejs working on the same problem analyzed the case of vertical
polarization where he again ended with a solution of the field in terms

of the nodified Bessel functions 13] . Another profile r^rhich leacls to a

convenient solution for the horizontal polari zation is the linear variation
of the wave number with depth leading to a solution in terms of the Airy
€,,-^+.i ^-- f A1runctlons [41. Lahiri and Price anaTyzed the power 1aw variatioll of the

wave number with depth for the case of normal incidence, and again the

resulting solution is in terms of Bessel functions, Hankel functions or

power series depending on the assumed parameters [s]. An excellent

discussion of these cases and several others has been reported by lVait

14l .

It is seen that these investigations have dealt with special

hypothetical profiles of the electrical païarneters to allow for known

tabulated solutions, yet the problem of the interdependence of these

parameters and the excitation has not been investigated. It is the

fundamental object of this research to study the nonlinear ïesponse of
certain materials as their basic electrical and physical parameters

change with excitation and the mechanisms of interaction between these

parameters. The example singled out in this thesis specifically involves

variations of the conductivity rather than the permittivity with excitation.
A convenient material for this study is vanadiurn dioxide whose conductivity
versus excitation characteristic has already been employed at D.c. and

low A'c. frequencies to construct the so ca11ed NloxIE devices t6].
vanadium dixoide is from a class of materials known as

transition-to-metal polyconductors which at present and since the early

work of Morin are the focus of considerable theoretical and experinental
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efforts in order to investigate and explain their optical, thermal,

electronic, nuclear and acoustic characterístics [7]-[12], These inaterials

are characterized by an exponential variation of the resistivity rvit¡ the

reciprocal of the absolute temperature [10]. They undergo a sudclen

transition at a specific temperature lvithin a very small ternpeïature

range from a high resistivity semiconductoï state at the loler temperatures

to a low resistivity metallic behaviour at the higher temperatures due

to a sudden change in their crystalline structure t7]-t8]. A polyconductor

material experiences such a change by permitting external joule ¡eating

either directty through an external voltage souïce or jndirectly by any

source of heat in contact with it.

The characteristics of vanadium dioxide when directly heated by

D.c., low frequency A.c. or rectangular voì.tage pulses through a pair of

electrodes attached to it are well investigated. These characteristics

include the response time (i.e.the time required for the device to

switch after power is applied), the recovery time, the necessary conditions

for initiation of switching, the switching energy and other several

electric and physical properties [13]-[16]. Holever no arrempr lìas yet

been made to analyze these characteristics at nicrowave frequencies.

In this thesis an attempt is made to characterize this material

shaped in the forn of a slab deposited on a metal substrate at micro-

wave frequencies where rnicrolvave por{er is used for excitation. This

type of assembly is so chosen since usually vanadium dioxide is deposited

on a metal backing.

It is obvious that when electromagnetic waves are incident on a

vanadium dioxide slab, part of the porver inay be absorbed in the medium

and the remainder reflected back according to the value of the reflection



coefficient at the surface. Hoivever the reflection coefficient is
dependent on the interaction betleen the pararneters of the medium and

the excitation, thus in order to clearly define the problem, it is
necessary to classify the various variables as dependent or independent

in the subsequent mathematical analysis. IVe note from simple physical
reasoning that part of the incident power is absorbed and hence affects
the temperature. once the temperature rises above room temperatuïe,.

the material conductivity appears to increase, at reast in the row

frequency case of constant excitation, thus affecting the reflection
coefficient and the anount of power absorbed. As the porver absorption
decreases for higher conductivities, the material scatters like a conductor
until it cools to the point where its conductivity decreases and power

is absorbed again, and the cycle repeats. Because of the complex analysis
involved, only that part of this cycle related to increasing conductivity,
where the reflection coefficient approaches unity is presented. The

complete analysis and film behaviour can be derived from the solution
presented here althougrr further analysis of certain effects (e.g.

hysterisis, delay and recovery time, etc.) into the complete cycle is
obviously desirable but will be left for future investigation after the
appropriate mathematical tools are developed and experimental data is
obtained.

According to the previous discussion, mathematical formul-ation of
the problem in the nonlinear polyconductor medium results in two coupled

nonlinear second order ordinary differential equations in the tempeïatuïe

and the electric field. To solve a nonlinearordinarydifferential
equation, several techniques such as conveïting it into an integral
equation or using the perturbation technique are available. In both



cases iterative solutions leading to a feiv terns of a series solution

may be found. I-lolever, due to the coupling between both equations under

consideration, and the nonlinear nature involved, finding a solution,

even numerically, may be very difficult since the starting function of

one of the variables to initiate the solution (rvhich is very likeIy far

from the correct solution) will directly affect the starting function of

the other variable, and hence no guarantee of convergence is at hand.

The method adopted here is based on decoupling the trvo equations using

the l{.K.8. method which results in one nonlinearordinary differentiat

equation in only one unknown whose numerical solution is easier than the

previous case. The formulation of the nonLinear problem is describecl

in Chapter 2, and the method adopted in the solution for both tiie electric

field and the temperature are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the

results are discussed and analyzeð., and a number of possible improvements

and extensions of the theoretical analysis are suggested for future

research. Finally some proposals regarding t{oxie-like devices which

operate at microwave frequencies for various instrumentational purposes

are suggested in Chapter 5.
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FOR},IULATION OF THE NONL]NEAR SCATTERING PROBLEM

In this chapter uÌe consíder formulating the nonlj-near scattering

by a polyconductor slab on a metal substrate taking into account heat

conduction and the nonlinear nature of the electrical conductivity of

the slab with the incident electromagnetic por{er.

2.I Statement of the problem and objectíves

Consider an infinite polyconductor slab on a metal substrate

as shown in Figure (2.r). Let the polyconductor occupy region II
(0 < z < h), the substrate occupy region III (h < z < -1 and free

space occupy region T (z < 0). Also assume a plane wave incident from

region r at angle 0 = 0o on the slab with a y-polarized electric

field given by

't
E*=Eo exp(-j Ko z cos0o - j Ko x sin0o) (2.1)

= o4o1 is

.'

where "jt'lt time dependence

the free space wave number.

The scattered field

be expressed in the form

has been suppressed and Ko

in region I is also y-polarized and rnay

Es = R(Eo) Eo exp(j Ko z cos0o - j Ko x sinOo) (2.2)

where the reflection coefficient O(lO)

field as well as of the slab thickness.

is a function of the incident

The Leontovich impedance boundary condition at the interface

between the free space and the polyconductor slab requires that the

total fields at the boundaries be related as lI71

È - (fi . È)fi = z, (Eo)(fi x È) (2.s)
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where Z= (Eo) is the effective surface impedance considered to be a

function of the incident electric field, È and Ê are the total electric
and magnetic fields at the interface respectively, and fi clenotes the

unit outward normal as shown in figure e.I).
Application of (2.3) at the surface z = O leads to:

E =-Z lElH
Y S- O' X

The x-component of Maxwellrs equation

(2.4)

->+ lD* UDVXts,=-r
dt

gives

ðE;-='j i¡uH' dz ' x

Hence, using (2.6), (2.2) and (2.I) we obtain

and thus

exp(j Ko z cosOo)J

Substituting (2.I) and (2.2) in (2.4) gives

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

lexp(-j Ko z cosOo) - R(Eo) exp(j Ko z cosOo)l

(2.8)

-j Ko cos0o[Eo exp(-j Ko z cosOo) - R(Eo) Eo exp(j Ko z cos0o)l

. exp(-j Ko x sin0o) = j0 þo Hx

K cosO
FI =- o o
* , uo 

-Eo exp(-j Ko x sin0o)[exn(-j Ko z cos0o) - R(Eo).

Eo exp(-j Ko x sinOo)[exR(-j Ko z cosOo) + R(Eo)exp(j Ko z cos0o)J

K cosO
= z-(E^) o,, .. o ,s- o' , þo Eo exP(-j Ko x sinoo)'



at the interface z = 0. Equation (2.8) hence becomes

K cosO
Zs(Eo) [1 -R(Eo)]=1+R(Eo) e.s)

Solving for R(Eo) yields

R(Eo) = lzs (Eo) - (no/cos0o) I / [zs (Eo) + (no/cos0o) J e.r0)

where no = 'q4- is the free space intrinsic irnpedance.

Thus the problen reduces to finding the surface inpedance

evaluated at the interface z = 0. In other words, the wave equation

has to be derived as shown in the next section and solved as sholn in
a later section.

2.2 }Vave equation in polyconductor slab

The electric field in region II may be assumed to have an x

variation in the form exp(-j Ko x sinoo) in order that the tangential

field components be matched for all values of x along the upper

interface z = 0. since the fierd is also a function of z. we

assume the form

ft- = Elz) exp(-j Ko x sin0o) (2 . rr)

where the transmitted field component Et must satisfy the vector wave

equation

-> ')-+vzÈ'=uo#+ue+ e.n)vL 
àl'

Here, U, e and o are the permeability, permittivity and

conductivity of the polyconductor medium, respectively.

Substitution of (2.II) inro (2.12) gives
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:Yù - K2 ,in20o E(z) = (jûruo - r.u2ue) E(z) (2.rs)
U7

Letting e = eoeï, rvhere ao is the free space permittivity
and t, is the conplex relative dielectric constant, i.e.,

I tr
e-- = e. - je_ , equation (2.I3) takes the formï T -r

d'E(z) * (r2u e^el - rc2 sin20^) E(z) - jr¡u(o * ,r^rl) Ee) = Q-)t*--o-roo'oT.dz-

(2 . 14)

In the special case of the Vanaclium dioxide (VO2) polyconductor

under consideration, the resistivity is reported to exhibit nearly an

approximately exponential dependence on the reciprocal of the absolute

temperature over a wide temperature range Ii01. AccordingJ.y, the

conductivity nay be lvrltten in the form

o = oo exp(-FlT*) (2.1s)

where

F = ÂElKn

AE = activation energy of the polyconductor.

K- = Boltzmanrs constant (i.j806 x IO-23 joule/"K).
p

T* = Absolute ternperature in degrees Kelvin.

Oo = constant.

It is shown in Appendix A that (2.15) can be rewritten in the form

where

o = o(Ta) exp{ß " T/ (r + T/Ta)} (2.76)
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T" = reference temperature in ott

1n K.= temperature rise above T

ß = P/t?

Equation (2.14) hence takes the form

ß3 f., sir,20o) - jou{o(Ta) exp[ßTl(t + r/Ta)]

t¡e^ellE(ù-o (2.r7)

which is a second orderordinary differential equation in two unknowns,

the electric field and the tempeïatuïe. A complete solution of (2.17)

requires more information about the tempeÏatuïe distribution inside the

slab r,vhich in turn requires analysis of the electrothernal balance

throughout the polyconductor region.

2.3. Heat conduction

It is shown that to complete the solution of the problem, the

thermal balance at every point inside the slab must be analyzed.. Since

the polyconductor slab is thernally in the solid state condition where

heat transfer takes place by conduction, the problem of heat conduction

in solids have to be analyzed. rn the following section the general

problem of heat conduction will be reviewed first, then the special case

of the polyconductoï slab will be deatt with in the next section.

2.3.r. Heat conduction in solids

Heat transfer by conduction takes place in both solids and

provided that temperatuïe differences exist. The mathematical

of heat conduction treats matter as heìno nnnrinuous and is based

azr(t)-_-1-,
dz-

r tulcs

theory
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on a genetarized macroscopic analysis of energy transfer in a solíd.

According to such theory, if heat is produced in a solid so that at a

point P(x,y,z) heat is supplied at rate q(x,y,z,t) per unit time

per unit volume, then [18]

k,n #, . b,o #, . þrn p,r + q =.0 # (2.18)

lvhere

k = thernal conductivity of the solid

C = specific heat

g = density of the medium.

If k does not vary with temperature, but the medium is

heterogeneous or homogeneous but anisotropic equation (2.18) becomes

n2^ n2- ^2,- d I d I ô-T ATK* J 
* Kt, lJ * Kr. ^-î+ q = cP ãE'-ôx- t ày "ðz

wltile if k is constant and the medium is honogeneous èquation (2.L8)

becomes

_? âTkV"T+q=Cp*- dt (2.rs)

The thermal conductivities of solids generalTy vary slow1y with

temperature, hence equation (2.19) is frequently used in practice

using the average value of k within the smal1 temperature range of

practical interest. This usually leads to reasonably satisfactory

results for the required degree of accuracy in practice. The ar¡eraging

procedure will be one of the assumptions when formulating and solving

the problem of heat conduction in a VO, region as shown in the following

section.



2.3.2 Heat conduction in polyconduetoz, slab

In analyzing the problem of electothermal balance in the

region, the following assumptions aïe made:

The medium is thermally homogeneous as long as the ternperature

difference between the upper and the loler surfaces is within
a few degrees compared to the temperature of either surface.

For a thernally homogeneous medium the thermal conductivity

is assumed constant and equal to its average value across the

- I ^LJ14U.

that this is justified as long as the variation of

18] such that

JT-Tul - I (2.20)

't/ñ""2
-ll

't-l I

with

o

where k_ is thc
d

temperature range

therefore

I-lence

value of the thermal

T. Assume that

UI

conductivity in the

We may sholv

T is slol t

'T+Tr f 
- ^o

,-l KKI
"lJT

,l

.K
a

average

Tto
¡T+Tlo
lk
Iir

a0_k aT ae k âT â0 k ðTr;=;-Ã-:=-=--¡-dX ku dX' ôy k, ây, ðz k" àz

^-^ã-adz
À

dz
äT.
dz'

)
OU

)
dz

(2.2r)

Aê/""\
'à/ 

- Na

which is also true for the other two derivatives over x and

Equation (2.18) for steady state condition becones

t^v2o+q--o
a (2.22)
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since the only source of heat in the slab is the power dissipated at

each point of the medium due to the portion of the incident electro-

magnetic power tÏansmitted through it, the term q in (2.22) is

readily given by [19].

q = Re'{î. I¡l2l (2.23)

where

ŷ = o + joe

I ll
= o + iûJC (e - ie I-o-T"T'

ll I

= (o + rro rr) + joeoe,

then (2.23) is rewritten as

q = ¡o * ,rori) lefrllz

and equation (2.22) representing the steady state conduction of heat in

the polyconductor slab is expressed as

k^v2o + [o(r") exp{ßrl (r + r/r^)} * ,.ori] lsC r)12 = o

(2.24)

Using (2.20) and (2.2I), we have

A-Tv-l

from which (2.24) becones

kuv2t + [o(Tr) exp{ßrl (t + T/r^)} * ,eoer] leC r)12 = o

(2.2s)

since the magnitude of the erectric field E(z) is a function

of z onry, the power dissipated at all points on a constant z prane
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is the same. Accordingly there rvi1l be

lateral directions, and equation (2.22)

to

no ternperìature gradient in the

can hence be further simplified

+ [o(Tu) exp{ß . T/(r + T/T^) } * oeoe
il

I
rl

, ')lE(z) l- = o

r^ ^/\l¿.¿o)

Equations (2.17) and (2.26) are two coupled differential
equations in E(z) and T(z). we seek their solution simurtaneous-

ly subject to appropriate boundary conditions to be discussed in some

detail in the subsequent sections.

2.4. Boundary conditions

Tl're boundary conditions involved in this problem are appaïentIy

of two dì-stinguished types: the electromagnetic boundary and the thermal

boundary conditions.

In spite of the special nature of this problem, the electro-
magnetic field boundary conditions will sti1l hold in their most general

form, that is the tangential component of the erectric field and the

normal conponent of the magnetic field aïe continuous at the boundaries.

The Leontovitch boundary conditions in fact introduces a relation between

the tangential component of the electric field and the discontinuous

tangential component of the magnetic field at surface of discontinuity

in case of a imperfectly conducting surface and thus tlreyreplace the

exact boundary conditions, hence permitting considerable simplification
of many scattering and diffraction problems dealing with electromagnetic

waves.

Determinination of the electromagnetic boundary conditions will
be the subject of the following section. Formulas goveïning the thermal

))-T
rutK_ a

4aL

dz
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boundary conditions will be derived in the next section.

2.4.7. ELectromagnetic boundaz,y conditions

since the magnetic field does not appear in any of the two

differential equations (2.r7) and (2.26), we will only discuss the

boundary conditions irnposed on the electric field. It is rvell kno¡n

that, the transition of the tangential components of the vector Ë

through a surface of discontinuity is continuous. Mathematically this
is expressed as

fix(82-El)=Q (2.27)

where Et is the field in one medium, Ez ís the field in the other

nediurn all evaluated at the surface of discontinuity and ñ is the

outward normal pointing from the seconcl nediun to the first li.e.
negative z direction in Figure 1).

Applying (2.27) at the interface (z = 0) between medium I

and medium II immediately gives

r.\+
L_L

using equations (2.I), (2.2) and (2.II) in (2.28) yields

(2 .28)

E(0)=Eo[l+R(Eo)] (2.2s)

which determines the relation between the transmitted and incident
fields at the surface of discontinuity.

Again applying (2.27) at the interface between medium II and

medium III gives

E(h) - o (2.s0)
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Since the electric field transmitted to medium lII is zero due to its
assuned infinite conductivity.

Equations (2.29) and (2.30) represent the two boundary

conditions to be satisfied by the electric field to complete the solution.

2. 4.2. Thermal boundary conditions

The surface conditions usually arising in the mathematical

theory of heat are of several types, however we will linit the discussion

to only tl{o cases describing the conditions of the surfaces z = O and

c-l

At the interface z = 0 the slab surface will emit heat to

the surrounding through radíation according to the relation [1g]

o, :+l ^ 
+ ô ei(rs* t^t4 - t'!t = o (2.3r)

where:

To = temperature of upper surface of the slab above T-rr - 'a

e = emmissivity of the surface

ô = Stefan-Boltzman constant

Equation (2.3I) can be further simnlif-ierl ro

n"a#l 
,=o* 

+ôet3rs=o (2.s2)

provided that T/Ta << I.

At the interface z = h the slab surface will transmit heat

by conduction through the substrate. Hence Ilg]

,lT I Kq
k +l +u:.T"=g (2.55)a dnl , S h -

L_IL
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wiìere

Tn = ternperature of the lower surface of the slab above T
â

S = depth of the substrate

K, = thermal conductivity of the substrate.

Once the solution for the electric field and ternperature is
found from equations (2.17) and (2.26) for a given transmitted field,
the magnetic field is determined using equation (2.6), and the surface

impedance is finally evaluated from equation (2.4). l{ith the aid of
equation (2.10) the reflection coefficient can also be determined leading

to the incident electric field from (2.2g). This is the subiect of the

following chapter
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APPROXII'IIATE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

Chapter 2 has dealt with the formulation of the nonlinear scattering
problem which results in a pair of coupled nonlinear partial differe¡tial
equations as already shown. several methods are available for
approximating the sorution of a nonlinear ordinary differential equation,
however they generally follow the same general procedure of assuming a

physically reasonable solution for the differential equation tiren improving

it by successive iterations. Here, due to the coupling between the two

differential equations, finding simultaneously trvo convergent series
solutions for the electric field and the temperature may be very difficult.
Hence it is advantageous to decouple the two differential equations in
question and solve for both the unknowns independently. In an artempt

to decouple these equations we seek an approximate solution for the

electric field [fron equation (2.r7)] in terms of the tempeïature using
the w'K'B' method, then we proceed to substitute in (2.26) to complete

the solution as will be shown in the following sections.

The Jeffreys or wentzel-Kïamers-Brirlouin metrrod

for finding an approximate solution to the second order

equation of the form

is a technique

di fferential

,2..,LÏ * tk) ' IV = o
dz*

throughout a region R in which f(z)

zeros, with the restriction that f(z)

is analytic

varies very

of (3.1) nray

(3.1)

and contains no

s 1orv1y [20 ] .

be written in theThe lV.K.B. approximate solution

form

w(z) = th(r). {A exptj p(z)l + s expl-j F(z)l] (3.2)
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where

lz
IF(z) = | /î(jae
j

Jz
o

and A and B are constants.

rn the following section analysis for the electric field follorving
this line is given while in the next chapters the surface impedance

and the solution for the temperature profile are presented.
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3.1. Approxinate solution for the electric field using the lV.K.B. Ivlethocl -

normal incidence

Consider equation (2.17), namely

ð2e(ù 2 | ?.

- 

+ K-(er - sin"Oo)E(z) - j r¡u{o(Tu) expfß " T/e + T/T^)1 +

à2. u r u d ' A

rror']E¡r;-o (2.r7)

If rve consider the case of normal incidence, then sinOo equals

zero and drops out fron equation (2.I7)

Rewriting (2.17) for the case of normal incidence in the nore

convenient form

where

f (T) = c! - jn(r)

It is sinple to show that

n2-, ,LL# * [0 - jn(r)] E(z) - 0
dz

..2 r

0,=Keor

n(T) = t¡u{o(T^) expfß ' T/ (1 + T/T )l * ,r-r"]' ' A' -' - A'' *-O"I'

l{e note that since the function n(T) is a very slorvly varying function

.of z' the W.K.B. approximate solution for (3.5) is readily shorvn to be

lAppendlx rJl

E(z) = lr(r)l-å [A exp f-:l rcO¡ a¡ + B exp ft[ rcF¡ a¿1

(3.6)

where

(3.3)

(s .4)

(3.s)

(3.7)

r4(r) = L?, l(#.l@ * o)+ - jU;. 'f 0 - o)zl

(3.8)
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where either sign in (3.8) is acceptable since they both yield the same

expression ivhen t3.8) is substituted in (3,6).

In order to evaluate the multiplier in (3.6) rve simplify (3.8)

in the form

r4e) = y(r) - j À(r) (3.e)

lvhere

y(r) = -! [/a2 * n2(r) * olå (J.to)
/2

À(r) = l- ¡,,o, .}frl - q+ (3.11)
/1

the function fk Q) hence becomes

14G) = rl¡) ,r/v2(r) +-x2G) * yo)r, - j¿rzg .Êa - v(r))åÌ

(s . 12)

which can be further simplified by introducing qr defined by

rl.,= arc ran - ,/y'(r) * xt(r) - y(r)-r+ 
(s.ls)

F$l;Pe + y(r)

Hence

r4 e) = [y2(r) * ¡.2(r) ]4 .*ptj0(r)l (3.14)

where

0(T) = ú(T), ü(T) 4 rrr U(T) + tt/4 and r|r(T) + Stt/4

Finalty it is simple to show that (s.r4) reduces to the form

t4 (t) = lo2 * n'(r) l t/t "*p l j o (r) l (3.1s)



Tlierefore equation (3.6) becomes

(3. 16)

Letting

(3. 17)

lve obtain

E(z) = exp[-j0(T)] {A exp[-n(r) - jrn(z)] + B expln(r) +

jm(z) lj / la2 *l.ì2(r) I'l' (3. 18)

Next we apply the boundary condition given by (z.so) at z = h.

This leads to

0 = A exp(-nt - jmt) + B exp(n' * jm')

E(z) = expi-jo(r)l {A exp(-j 1", o, - I' x orl
00

lz tz+ s exp(j J t o,. J- I dz)j/lo2 * n2(r)11/8
00

n(z) = I"o, or, m, = m(h) = 
ftn , o,

n(z) = I'o^ or, n, = n(h) = I'o ^ 
o,

hence

B--Aexp(-2n,-Zjn,)

Substituting again in equation (3.19), we obtaín

+ 2i(n(z) - m'))j/@2 * n2(r))1/B

or alternatively

E(z) =Aexp[-n(z) - jm(z) - j0(T)] {r - exp[2(n(z) -n')

(3.ls)
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E(z) = {[1 - cos 2[m(z) - mr) . exp z(nLz) - rrt)]2

(s.20)

Isin 2(m[z)

exp{-¡ o ¡r¡

- mt) . exp 2(n(z) ^ n,)12j4

-jm(z)+jE(z)]

where

(s.2r)

Equation (3.20) is the solution for the electric fierd at any

point inside the slab given explicitly in terms of the temperature.

By doing so, we have decoupled the pair of the differential equations

(2.77) and (2.28), hence allorving sinultaneous solution of equations

(3.20) and (2,26) for T and E(z). some typical numerical results

based on this procedure are presented in the next section.

3.1 . 1 . NumerieaL eæønpLes

fn order to illustrate the electric field profile inside the slab

for different test frequencies and incident fields we choose
lo l1 1)t¡ = 10-" 'tad./sec., cù = 10" rad./sec. and o = 10'" tad./sec. and

two values of the incident field are considered, merely 1000 volt/ln

and 500 V/rn. The results are limited to the semicond.uctor state with
activation energy AE = 0.3 ev. After transition the material tuïns to
a metal with a ternperature independent conductivity [10], although in .some

special cases it is rep.orted that the polyconductor film is still in the semi-
conductor state but with different activation energy equals to 0.09 ev. tl4l.
rn all cases the work involves only the semiconductor state before transition
where aE = 0'3 ev. The other parameters are assigned the follorving constant
values:

Ek) = arcran t-.sin 2(4(Z)- - m')- " exp 2(l(Z)- - nr)-- 
11 - cos(m(z) - m') . exp z(n(z) - nt)'
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T^=300oK h=l.cma

r r S = 10 cm
o(300) = 10-r I'fho. .*-t

AE = 0.3 e.v.

el=10 k =5x10-2 l{..r-1 oK-l
TA

It '

e- = 0.001
I-

K- = 7r/57.7g l\I . cm-l . "K-1ù

e = 0.6

6 = 1.32 x 4.18 x 10-8 Watt/m2

where the physical parameters from AE to ô are typical 14,1g] . The

results are presented graphically in F,igures (S.l) to (J.6)

3.2 . Surface impedance
\

The surface impedance is the factor that governs the relation

between the electric and magnetic fields at the boundary of the mediun

in question as given previousry by equation (z.s). since by virtue of

(2.4)

7rE'ì-_E/Hl
'S t"o' v' .x Ir t -_Il

hence the electric and magnetic fields at the surface z = 0 must be

evaluated in order to evaluate ZS(Eõ).

using equations (3.15) and (3.19) the ere.ctric field at any

point z can be expressed as

j(m(z) - 2 m')lÌ (3.22)
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¡'lrichat z=0 becolncs

ir(0) - A, l'-åti'r) {fi- exp[-2(n, + jm')) (s .23)

z=0 
-|r-slarrrl'Si-lr=o " A{1 - exp[-z(nL + jmt)]]

-f-z(rs) 'A " [À(rs) * ¡y(T5)J. {r * exp[-2(nr + jm')]]

(s.24)

where the follolving relations have been used to arrive at (3.24):

Differc¡rtiating (3.22) rvith respect to z and evaluating at

z = 0, wê obtain

n(0) - 0

m(0) - 0

0
and

d .. d l'
az nlz) = d, I ylT) dz = y(T)

,o

since the surface impedance is given by the expression (see

equations (2.4) and (2.6))

dB.]_
rJz

L nr,, = L I' 
À(r) dz = À(r)

al l,: "v.
ð.2'

zs (Eo) - -ur/#

= - jt¡u E(o) / 9-:-(Ð | G.2s)dz l-_^

v/e proceed to substitute equations (3.23) and (s.24) in (3.2s) to

obtai-n
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r /F \ --r-Lnltr J = tûJUf -fT^')
b-o' . s,

' ¡ z-: Idrtl)l
.72 |

'z=u

expl-2 (n t +

[1 - exp{ -2(n, +

-ì-rìr\/tI r-5/4J", )JJ/ t-^- L (T-l
+ò

imrlÌ1 * ç-krr IJ"')r vS/

flfT I + iwfT lìr,.t^s/ J r tr5././ f1 * exp{-2(n,* jm')}l} (s.26)

or alternatively

where YS(E') =

coth x =

therefore

To evaluate

f(T)=0-

which leads to

À (rs) * jy (rs)
I /rlì |

. exp(nr+ jmt) + exp[-nt- im'l
expln'+ Jm'J - exp(-nt- jm')

I/ZSGì Since

fexp(x) + exp(-x)l/[exp(xJ - exp(-x)]

df (T) /d zl 
^vrtrì-z=v'Swor = louTZ¡CrSt +

df (T) 
|

dí-l z=A

jn(r)

df (T) _ .: dn(T)
ña J .1 -

. dn lTl dT
I - - . --'dT dz

À(T-) + ivtT^l-ù'"'5'
-----1,"" 

- 
" coth(n' * jm') (3.27)

J "r

we have from equation (3.7)

(3.28)

T we obtainDifferentiating equation (3.5) with respect to
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Íï1,=o = ¿o erÍ ,s/k,

then upon substitution, equation (j.J0) becomes

drì(T) _ ,,, R

dr - 'po(ru) ,rïti7'exp[ßrl(r 
+ r/r^)] (3.2s)

a'

aT z = 0 rve have T = TS, so equation (3.2g) becornes

-lf /T\-T-lf¿l =-jrpo(T^). ß 
=dz tz=0 ¿_r_ \- ¿) d; \ÆJ

Since frorn (2.52) we have

. exp[ßrs/ (1 * r's/ra) ] . #lr=o

(3.30)

(3.31)

¿ôet3 t
" exp lgT s/ ¡ t + T=/T") J -._ *a s 

+

a

#Ql z=0 = -jt¡uorrrl 
¿jr, ¡ ' exp[ß'rs/¡r + rr/r.)J
\r , ,S/ ra

" 4ôe 13 rr/k, G.32)

where

-¡"1 -lurl Oll
dzt z=0 - - d-rl z=0

Since 2 and ñ are in opposite directions.
Equation (3-32) together with (3.27) leads to the final.expression
ror L^lE ):ù- o.

À(rs) * jy(rs)
---l,lp coth (n' * j m' ) (s.33)

It is seen that the real and irnaginary païts of the surface

impedance are functions of the surface temperature, which is in tuïn a
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function of the incident fietd.

3.2 .I. Nwnenical eæønples

To illustrate the variation of the effective surface impedance

with the incident field three test frequencies are clrosen, these are
- lo trt¡ = 10" rad./sec., r¡ = ld'rad./sec., and o = 1072 ,^ð../sec.. The

results are shown in Figs. (3.7) to (3.9). All other païanìeters are assigned

the values given in section (3.1.1). It should be emphasized that
other curves displaying such variations as zs(Eo) with rs etc.
can be also obtained by referring to the original equations if necessary

or combining graphs already presented.

3.3 . Temperature distribution

Consider equation (2.26) which governs the temperature distribution
within the slab, namely

.2_u^# + lo(rr) exp{ßrl (r + r/r^)} * ,roeil l¡r z)12 = o

(2.26)

where, by virtue of equation (3.20), lE(r) | is given by

lz(t)¡ =Lrenj-nf3fi{tl - cos2(m(z) -m,) . exp2(n(z) -r,,)]2
lo" * n'(t) l t/ o

+ isin2(m(z) - m') . exp2(n(z) - n,)12\4 (3.34)

In order to derive an approximate solution for (2.26), a numerical

procedure is employed. since we are dealing with a boundary-value

problem, in which the boundary conditions are specified at more than

one point within the z range of the function, the finite difference
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method is the most convenient method to use fron the point of view of

computational time. A description of the numerical procedure is given

in some detail in Annendiv l- Nurnerical results a1e presented in the

following section.

3 .3 .I . NumericaL Resull;s

Figs. (3.10) through (3.15) present curves shoiving the variation of

the temperature as well as the conductivity throughout the slab for
the three test frequencies o = 1010,ud./sec., r¡ = 1011,od.fsec.,

1.,and o = 10" rad./sec.. Also .two values of incident fields are

considered as shown in figures. Al1 other parameters mentioned

previously in section (S.1.1) are kept constant and assigned the sane

values as before

A discussion regarding the method used and the accuracy obtalned

is given in Appendix C.
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DISCUSSION

Because of the nonlinear interaction between the electrical and

thermal parameters selected to a polyconductor slab irradiated by micro-

I¡/ave povJer, the mathemätical analysis of the problen is reduced to the

solution of two coupled second order ordinary differential equations.

sínce no closed form solution has been found, these equations are

solved quasi analytically after physically reasonable assumptions regarding

T versus z are introduced to simplify the analysis. In the analytic

part, the w.K.B. nethod was used and its validity is justified in

Appendix B. As for the numerical part, the finite difference method

dictatated by the natuïe of the boundaries encountered and other factors

(see section 5.3) has been used. This nethod has its disadvantages if
the system is nonlinear [21 ] where the generation of the solution may

be very difficult. Also the usual computational errors such as the

round-off error and. the incapability of the computer to retain but

finite number of digits adds to the disadvantages of the method. However,

in spite of these difficiencies, a stable solution was obtained rvithin

only three iterations for each point of the grid. Hence the method

leads to a solution which is more accurate than an approximate analytical
solution based on an iterative method as discussed in chapter 1.

As a check on the accuracy of the results, the extTeme cases where the
slab tends to be a pure dielectric (o = o) ol a good conductor (o/oir>>r)
were tested. The results for E ve:rsus Z (shown for the case of o = o in F.2
p'84) and for the reflection coefficient R are in both cases in comprete

agreenent with the well known solution given in Appendix F.

rn the lights of the results obtained, it is shown that several

4,
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factors such as frequency, dielectric constant, field intensity

etc. affect the power absorbed throughout the material, Analyzing the

frequency dependence, it is shown that as the frequency increases the

field drops more rapidly inside the slab, but the reflection coefficient
decreases, ltence allorving higher values of the field to be transnitted
through the medium fsee Figs. (3.1) ro (3.6)l. This results in a higher

overalJ- power absorbed through the slab as evident from the hig¡er

temperature rise above the initial temperature for higher frequencies

as shorvn in Figs. (3.10) to (3.1S) .

0n the other hand, the power absorbecl is also dependent on the

real part of the relative dielectric constant .: At 1olver frequenciesr
the rate of decay of the electric field insicie the slab for higher

I

values of ., (up to 70) is considerably less than the corresponding

case with smal ler , 
t 

isee F'i oï (4.1) ] . This jn spite of the loner

value of the transmitted field a11ows higher absorption of power insíde

the slab. This is clear from Fig. (4.2) where the temperatuïe rise for
trvo different values of r; are presented, and also from Fig. (4.3)

where the surface temperatuïes for several values of ,: are plottecl.

0n the contrary, at higher frequencies the absorbecl pou/er is noticed

to decrease considerably with higher values of .:.
Thus the analysis of the dependence of power absorption on both

frequency and r; seems to make it possible to optimize the value of
I

t" of the Voz to al1orv optimum poweï absorbed, hence temperature rise
over a tvide frequency band. This suggests a nerv type of thermal sensor

for microwave polveï measurements. One basic feature of such a thermal

sensor is the linear relationship between the potver incident ancl the

temperature especiarry at low and moderate porveï leve1s Isee Fig. (4.4)].
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Fig. 4.I Decay of the transnitted electric ficld inside the slab with
(Ei = 1000 V./n. and o = 10r0 rad./sec.)
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This is of fundamental importance in designing rnicrowave

trarrsducers operating on thernal basis t221. A detailecr

applications proposed for such sensor is given in Chapter

Appendix D.

power neasuring

discus.sion of

5 and in

In order to increase the poweï absorbed throughout the slab, an

increase in the slope of the conductivity ternperature curve is specifically
investigated. r{owever, the analysis proves that this leads to a re_

duction in the absorbed power and the temperatuïe rise, as evident from

Figs. (4'5) to (4.7). This could be pirysically exptained as a tendency

of the rnaterial to behave as a conductor with increasing conductivity
resulting in a rapid decay of the field inside it fsee Fig. (4.g)] and

hence smaller absorptivity of the incident microwave eneïgy. sinilar
behaviour is also noticed when the imaginary part of the dierectric
constant is increased. This, in addition to the fact that a higher
conductivity or t; is necessary for higher power dissipation indicates
the presence of a countereffect rvhich limits the power absorbed through-
out the material. Thus one of our basic objectives to use the voz slab
as a microwave poweï ciensity sensor can not be achieved unless some

means are found for storing significant energy while the materiar is
in the semiconductor state. one way of achieving this is to use a veïy
thin Yoz film on a substrate of higher thermar capacity. An alternatíve
approach is to dope the polyconductor with an appropriate dierectric
material lvhere significant additional energy would be absorbed by and

stored in the dierectric such as to affect a large change in the
conductivity and hence change the state of the polyconcluctor. A similar
problem was encountered in microwave poy/er drying of oi1-based printing
ink for the printing industry and was soÌved by doping the ink with
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Telatively small amount of barium titanate, In doping voz material with
such dielectric) one has to worry about two factors: First, the thermal

time constant of the composite material before the semiconductor

becomes a metal and stops absorption of energy, second factor is the
convergence of the subsequent cycle resulting from lesser poÌveï absorbed

when the Yoz conducts (or slvitches) which results in cooling leading
to a tend to the semiconductor state. etc. The analysis of
this process should prove interesting for a future investigation.

The variation of the surface impedance in a predictabre manner

[Figs' (3'7) to (3'9)] could also be a veïy efficient tool in nunerous

contror and protection systems by using it as a variable load impedance

to control the pou/er frorv in certain path in a lumped or printed
microwave circuit. A proposar related to ilris type of application is
given in Appendix E.

It is worth mentioning that the study of nonlinear interaction
betlveen electric and thermal properties of naterials is not onr1.

restricted to transition-rnetat polyconductor, but it arises in several
other cases especially where electromagnetic clrying pïocess takes place,
such as microwave control of insect infestation and moisture content
of grain, or the propagation of electromagnetic ivaves over the surface
of wet soil heated by the sun. It is kno'n that humid material rose
high percentages of their water content if heated, hence their dielectric
constant and conductivity change by a considerable factor. These

problems can be dealt with using techniques similar to those developecl

in this thesis. voss pre-sented the porver penetTation depth Iclefined
by the distance away from the surface at rvhich the field drops by 36.8%
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of its surface (z = 0-) valuel ancr the reflection coefficient at

microrvave frequencies for several values of r: ancl .'f l%). l-lowever,
TT

he varied them in steps and considered their values to be constant

at each step and not a function of the power. 'rhus suggests that Vossrs

analysis can be repeated moïe accurately taken the nonlineaï nature of
this problem into account.
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SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

A number of interesting applications have arisen during the course
of this investigation. since it was sho'n that the material changes its
characteristics in a predictabte manner, according to the frequency and
intensity of the incident field, numerous applications and novel
techniques in micror{aves, especialJ.y in the field of instrumentations
becorne apparent.

one problem rvhich is always of constant interest is the measure-
rnent of microivave power for applications in nicrowave oscillators, micro_
Ivave ovens, radar systems etc. In nost cases, measurements are
accomplished by the use of a suitable calibrated thermal power detector
or thermistor. of basic importance of trrermistors is the rinearity
betlveen the power impressed and the tempeïature rise. Non thernal power
detectors are arso uti rizeð., but trrey are generally less sensitive than
the therrnal detectors 1221. The voz polyconductor s1ab, assuming
that its resistivity-tenperature exponential rerationship holds at
microwave frequencies, suggests an efficient and most sensitive thermal
device for microwave poweï measurementsr particurarry at Ioh/ power
leve1s and especiarry if suitably biased so that the operating point
lies on the part of tlie resistivity-temperature curve that has maximum
slope' The analysis of a directional coupler proposecr along these lines
is given in Appendix D.

I Another apftication is to use.a voz slab as a switching circuit
element where connecting and disconnecting of a load is achieved by the
power' level impressed on a slab in the feed side of the 1oad. For instance,
antenna arrays in a radar system need not be operating except during
the presence of a detectable target. I'ence, by using the variabre
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characteris.tics of the Y0z polyconductor, switching an arîay from the

stand by to the active rnod.e and vice versa can be easily controlled.

The analysis of a proposal along this line is given in Appendix E.

rt is worth ¡nentioning. that throughout this work, steady state

condition is assumed. This is quite reasonable since the period of
the cycle at microwave frequencies is much less than the period of the

therrnal cycle (i.e. the period of repetitive heating and cooling).

If the electromagnetic field frequency is low or if the thermal cycle

is rapid (such as the case if the operating point lies on the maximum

slope of the conductivity - tenperature curve) so that their periods

are comparable, more complicated analysis where the time factor would

no longer be neglected seems to be necessary.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of Equation (2.16)

It has been srrorvn in section (2.2) that the conductivity nay

be expressed in the form

o(T) = oo exp(_F/TK)

hence' at any reference temperature Ta, equation (A.1) becomes

o(Tu) = oo exp(-FlTa)

Therefore

oo = o(T") exp(F/T")

Substituting (4.3) in (A.4) rve obtain

(A. 1)

(^.2)

(4. 3)

(A.s)

o(r) = o(r") exp(L - Ll
4I\

t Trr-T
= o(ru) "*p{i (-}T -_3)} (n.¿)a 'K

Letting T* = Tu + T, where T is the ternperature rise above trre

reference temperatuïe, equation (A.4) becomes

o(r) = o(r") "lcot+ C¡*f-tl

= o(T") exp{ß T/ (r + T/T)J
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APPENDIX B

Valjclity of Derivation of equation (S.6)

It. cotrld be sholn tirat the sufficiellt condition for the seconcl

order differential equation (s.l) to have a solution in the form (s.2)

is l20l

(8.1)

hence, for the solution of equation (2.r7) to be valid, the necessary

condition (B.1) for the appropriate function f(z) must be satisfied.
using equations (3.7), and (3.29), it is simple to show that this
condition turns to be

i+ù / [r(z)]3/2 ,. t

I t#Ð / ffe)rt/'l = [u,1Lo(ru) exp{ßrl (r + r/r,r}. 
ãå%rz $}r

/ '{k2r r)12 . 
^21t2çoçtu) 

exp{ßTl(1 + T/Tu)} * oeoe'rlzf/z

(8. 2)

Fron physical reasoning, a rarge variation of T with respect

to z may be considered at the upper surface of the polyconductor lvhere

a sharp thermal discontinuity takes place. Hence, by virtue of equation

(3.31), equation (B.S) may be written as

#ù / {/2e) I = [opo(r") exp{ßrl (L + r/ru)}-.+ ' 4ôe -g f^lK ò'
I vL\L)
I Tz- ) '"" L(7 + T/T )' ^a

a

/ l&2o .'rl2 . ,2112 çoçru) exp{ß't-/ (r + ':/Ta) } * u,reoe'rl2f tz

I

(8. 3)



thcrafnro fJro rL¡¡vrvlvru, 1,,ç uêr* , aot' can be dropped from the denominator of (8.3)

It could be shown also that the L.H.s. of (8.4) is for the parameters

used, greater tlian the quantity u3 .r. Hence using the binoinail

theorem, (B.g) can be expressed as

For the parameters used, it may be shown that

Itouo(T^) exp{ßrl(t + T/r_)} >> r¡ a e- a- * _o"r

¡ df (z) , .3/2,I ai- / t-' - (z) | = fopo(Tr) exp{ßrl¡r + T/T"))
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tB.4)

ôr
4 'u,rpo (T, ) exp{ ßTlÍ1IT7T^T}

(B.s)

inequa I i ty
a

4ôE T"

(l + T/t )2a'

a rsl /

IlouolT I
a

exp{ßrl e + T/T^)})3/2 " { 1 +

Ìl

7

^L
-?l-

Fron (8.5), it is obvious that I 
gl(4 tr3/2 r,tllà, /t lz) | satisfies the

1,

T/T l It3/z

rÞ Ã.ì

the constants used throughout

following values:

ß = 0.0388

46er:/ka = r.24

'I

rorl-t

-1
m

I#ZI/{/'e)l . lurpo(r") exp{ßrl ¡r + r/ro) }

ß'c-;el'r,
Or

'/rrr¡ro(Tr) exp{i (1 + T/Ta)}

Introducing the numerical values of
(section 3.1.1.), it is simple to show the

fopo(Tr) exp{ßr7¡t *

+ô et3
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and for the lolvest test frequency r¡ = 1010 ,"d./sec. we. rìave

',6Uo f SOOI = 200/i n- L

Hence, by substituting the above numerical values in (8.6) we obtain

l:#¿ / {/2çr1l < 13.52 x 1o-5 r" .. 1

rvhich is obvious 1y rnuch less trran unity. Thus condition (8. r ) hoJ.ds ,

and the validity of the solution given by equation (J.6J is established.
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APPENDIX C

Numerical Solution for Equation (2.26)

A netivork of grid points is first established t¡roughout the

region 0 < z < h as shown in Fig. (c.i). The grid spacing t is
equal to h/N where N is any arbitrary integer.

To obtain the same order of accuracy everylihere we make trre

following approximarions [Zal :

i) First derivariv e (dT/ ò.2)

The first derivative is repraced by the approximate expression

-oT = rt (z¡ * H) - r(zi - H)j / zn

= (Ti*t - Ti-r) / 2H

,2_

dz" r'r r l--1

(c.1)

where

T. = the temperature at point ,i

T, _, = the temperature at point z. ..-LrI - r----- -f+l

T = fhp fomna'i_1 - L¡r.ç uerrrperature at point ,i_I

This representation introduces two new points exterior to the
region of the function. lve shalt discuss this later in this Appendix.

ii) Seconcl derivativ e G2r/az2)

The second derivative is replaced by the approximation

(c.2)

Replacement of the derivatives by equations (c.1) and (c.2) will ensure

that the accuracy everywhere is of the order of H2 1241.
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Setting up the system of the aboye equations representing equation
(2.26) in N + I points throughout region II (0 < z < h), rve obtain
N + I sirnultaneous equations in N + 1 unknor^¡ns. These are the values
of the tenperatuïe at each point of the netrvork grid shorvn in Fig. (c.1).

Equation (2.26) is written for the . th point as

(T - )'r ¿ 'r ,,u2 I r*/ñt'i*l - rti *,i_l/u' . qto(T")exR{ßTi/G + T./T^)} * o .o.rl
d

lertzr) 12 = o

(c. 3)

where ¡et{rr) | is the magnitude of the elecrric fierd as given by
equation (3.34). rve notice that the range of I i, is frorn | 2 to N, ,

it does not cover the t'o boundary points i - I and i = N + 1, since
the substitution i = 1 and i = N + 1 in equation (c.s) resurts in
trvo exterior point= To at to and TN*2 at ,N*2 respectively,
which does not actually exist tlirough the region of the function [sec
Fig' (c'1)]' To overcome the presence of these two points, use of the
boundary conditions restrictions are rnade through equations (2.32) and

(2.33) which govern tl're spatial rate of temperatuïe variation at the
upper and 10wer surfaces of the slab respectively. Equation (2.32) can

be written in the form

dTl .z
o;l-_,.' = 4ôe f'Ts/ka

LN

making use of (C.1) , (3.31) becomes

(rz / A-T I /ôrt IUÇ
I Jl¿n I 

- 

oo-k

(3.31)

7
I Tt

where it is clear that T1 = TS. This leads to
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ro=r'2-r$.rr .r.11
^â a' 'fs

Putting j, = I in (C.J) and using (C.4) gjves

(c.4)

(c.s)

(c. 6)

(c"7)

(C.B)

(2.Ftt'rjlr, - 2'rz-$,o,r", ex¡r{e. r1l(1 +rrlr")} *

o e "eoJ lttol 12 = o

Equation (C.S) is the first equation in the N + I set of
equations. The N + rth equation is readily obtained by reconsidering
equation (c'3) at're point N + I wrrere the electric field is zero.
Hence, equation (C.3) becomes

Again equation (2.55) is applicable at the poínt N + 1. Hence
after making use of (c.6), equation (2.33) is readily shown to be

K^
ku(Tlv*z - Tl.¡) /2lt + * Tru*1 = o

or alternativelv

TN*2-2t**t*TN=o

TN*t = TN/(1 + IlKr/sKr)

2.H.K^
T-.r.\'li*2 = tN - --l-------"' T

"" 
-N+1

tvhere Tn in equation (2-3s) is replacecr by TN*1. substituting (c.7)
into (C.6) gives

which is the last of the set of N + 1 equation-s.

Tlie comprctc set of thc eqt.rations can be written now as

(2 - ï9g)rr - 2,r,2 - f,o,r,, exp{ßr,r/(r * ï,r/r.a)i * ,rr:oerl lr, l2 = o
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)'t'*'2 'l
)

'f - 1'-.- [nl'l' ì't l. t.-\.,,./I fr (t
(l

cx¡r{ß "'t.)/ (r * 'r'rl'l'.r) I .n uicoc;. I lt)zl2 = o

(c .e)

2't'* -'r'¡+r -'fN-, - f,o,','", cxp{ß.,rN/(l ,.r-*/ra)l . oeoe;.i l'Nl2 = o
¿t

.r ''N
'N*1 

- ¡i + ¡¡¡¡7rç= o

An approprj ate Progranltne is set uÌ) to soLve this sct of equations

sirnultaneotrsl¡'. T'he grid spacing tl is taken as I/10 nrillinrtel, hence

(for the casc of Il = lcnl) the region 0 < Z < lt is cliviclccl into 10t

points (i.e. N = 100) leading to a set of 101 simuitaneous nonlinear

equations in 10] unknotvns. These are the values of the temperatL¡re at

each point of the grid as given by the set (C.9 ) .

Due to the nonlinear nature of these simultaneous equations, an

iterative technique is employed, i.e. a solution for the tempera.ture at

every point throtrgltout the grid is assumed then improved by successive

iterations. To initiate a solution ivhich is as close as possible to the

correct one, the sane problem is solved analytically but for constant

conductivity, and tìie resulting values of the temperature are uscd to

initiate the solution for the original problem. This nethoci leads to a

stable solution after only three iterations.

As a check on thc accuracy of the results the solution for several

selected cases are substituted ltack in the set (C.9) rvhcre the R.lt.S of

nny of those equations must be zcro. In aII cases the crror (definect

as thc valtrc of thc R.ll.S.) is cstimatecl arounct l0-4. 'f¡,pical rcsults

for thc casc of Ili = 1000 V/rn. ancl û) = I0i0 ra,l./scc. arc prcscntcd in tab-

le (C.1 -p. 83) where i t is shotvn that thc mnx inurn crror is - I . 59 x l0-4,

Âlso scvcra I cascs íIre tcstcd for- slnal lcl gricì spaci.n¡¡s (clown to II = l/S0 nnt)

i. c. N = 500, rvhcrc thc samc lcsr¡l ts arc ollt.ai llccl .
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APPENI]IX D

Power Level Meter

It is possible to construct a porveï. level neteï by sinply using
a directional coupler and an impedance bridge to measure the conductance

of the polyconductor slab which is connected as a load (thermally and

electrically insulated frorn the wal1s) to the appropriate terminal of
a cross guide directional coupler as shown in the diagramatic sketch
(Fig. D.1). A matcired generator is connected to terrninal (i) while a

rnatched load is connected to terminal (2) with the polyconductor slab
loading terminal (3) and a known load connected to terminal (4). with
this connection the power output of the generatoT as well as the Þoweï

level at the known load Iterninal (4) ] courd be determined.

Analytically the scattering matïix of the directional coupler
is given by

where A and C are known

Cl-o A o j
IlA 0 ic0

lsl =l
l0 jc 0 A

I

Ljc 0 A 0

I
a¿

1

2

the voltage across and the

distribution of power wave

(D.i)

(D .2)

current through the

conponents at each

I

I

_l

constants.

Introducing the poü/eï wave notations defined by t25l

a.
1

b.
1

(Vi * Ii Zo)

(vi ri Zo)

where

load

and I

leads

1

to the

\/
1

z-.1'
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terminal as shown in Fig. (0.2).

The relation between a. and b.
t-

is such that

Þ-
I

b./a.I' I

tbl = [S] Ial

where Ri is the reflection coefficient at tire terninal load
Ilence for a matched load bi equals zero.

since the polver \^/aves are linearly related to each other
the scattering matrix relation

Z.
1

then for the connection of Fig. (0.1),

be explicitly written as

(D.3)

using (D.1) equarion (D.J) may

through

(D. 4)

. ^-t r-JU I I A.

ll'J'o llotltlA llR-b-
II JÓ

o | | n.¡.'-+ 4-

l-'i ['
lorl lall=ll"l l'l_rr4l l_jc

^S and 
^4

From (0.4) we

A

^

jc

n

0

jc

0

where are replaced by R¡bg and

obtain

R4b* respectively.

b, = jC R,b.!++

b, = Aa, + jC R-b-LLJJ

b. = A R.b.r +4

bn=jCa,+AR-B-
rIJJ

I-lence, by rnonitoring the conductance of
Rg as well as the poh/er incident on it

VOZ polyconductor 1oad,
?-/Z^) I25l are determined
nw

(D. s)

the

Ia
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fron either calibrated curves oï fro¡n the theoretical analysis given in
chapters 2 and 3' rf trre 10ad reflection coeffi.cient Ro is known,
tlre output power of the geneïatoï @?/zo) as werl as the porveï
incident on thr: load þ1/Zì are completely cleterrnined from Ure set
of equations (D.S).

It is irnportant to notice that the waves inside the wave guide
corresponding to the fundamentar ttto mode can be resolved into two
plane l{aves propagating in different directions. Hence, the poweï
incident on the voz polyconductor will be due ro two obliquely incident
plane waves. Since our previous results are 

'ased 
on a singre plane

electromagnetic wave normally incident on the polyconductor surface,
and since tire problern is nonlinear, the effect of two plane waves can
not be deduced from the analysis of a single plane wave. Therefore,
if our previous results aïe to be emp10yed, the voz slab should be
inclined in such a manner as to be norrnar to the clirection of propagation
of one plane lvave and tangential to the other. since the erectric field
is perpendicularly porarized, and the perneability of the polycond.uctor
is tire same as that of free space, no surface waves are launcrres r,26r.
It is simple to srrow that if trre angle of inclination of the load with
respect to the normal position is cl, then

sin a = ).o/Za

where Ào is the free space wave 1ength at

and a is tire larger dimension of the wave

Fig. (0. 3) I .

the operating frequency,

guide cross section Isee

The load inclination

however since the variation

angle is obviously fixed at

of sin cx is negligible for

one frequency,

a small change
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unknorvn load

matched generator

Fig. D.1
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polyconductor load
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Diagramatic sketch of a power level meter.
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l
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Fig. D. 3 Load inclination in the Ìlorver level
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in o¿' a kit of tcave guides each having a fixed voz toad inclination
adjusted to cover successive smal1 frequency bands will serye to cover

the whole band desired. To illustrate this assume a set of wave guicles

required to cover the frequency band 10 to 11 GHZ. A typical dimension

of such a l{ave guide is 86 x 43 mn. Choosing the first element Eo cover

the band 10 to ro.2 GIfz, trre load incrination 
'anges 

from

u, = 2o at 10GHZ to

o¿ = 10 58t at 1.0 .2 GHZ, etc.

i.e., the load inclination can be

frequency band at 10 to L0.2 GI-IZ.

considered constant over the limited
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APPENDIX E*

I',IOXI CONTROLLED ANTENNA ARRAY

An interesting application of the YOz slab on a rnetal substrate

arises in radar systerns where, as previously mentioned, switching of the

standby array to the active rnode is required only during the presence

of a detectable target. The proposed connection is shown in Fig. (E.1).

It consists of a wave guicle directional coupleï connected to the feed

system of the surveillance antenna ancl terminated by a high pohreï travel-
ling wave tube (T.$i.T.). The T.hr.T. feeds a rvave guide which acts as a

parallel stub tuner to the second antenna and is blocked by a voz

film in series. The heater side of the filïì is on the T.l{.T. side

wlrile the VOz variable impeclance film on a very thin metal substrate

is at end of the wave guide stub 0/q in length) as shown in Fig. (E.t).
It is important to notice that the ti,üo antennas are electrically isolated
(but not thernally) by the metal substrate.

In the normal state where one antenna is on surveillance and the

otl-rer on standby, the voz slab terminating the x/ 4 paral1el stub

is at anbient temperature, hence, repïesents a very high input impedance

z^. At the plane b-b [see Fig. (E.2)] the input impedance looking

toward the stub ,rUO, is given by

"uo, = z2o/z^ (E.1)

tvlrere Zo is the characteristic impedance of the lvave guicle for the

TElo fundamental mode used.

* This appendix is related to a pending patent by professor

M.A. K. Hanid
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Let Z^ represent the input irnpedance of

plane C-C [Fig. (8.2)], therefore at plane a^a

equivalent input impedance ,u, of the paral1e1

Z;r,tn is simply-'"2

the standby antenna

(same Figure) the

combination of Z^

dL

and

/=I/eq -a

Substituting (E.i) into (8.2) gives

Z. ) / Z + Z

'uor' a

z2/z \o' m-

(E.2)

(E.3)

(^/q far from a-a) becones

(E.4)

at the generator

standby antenna

i,rn
'"2

za. ,'" t tz

Therefore, the impedance

- -2,-L, = L /Lln o' eq

_2_
= L L lLo m- a

* z2/z )lao'n"

seen by the generatcr

.(z
IN

Z.
1n

eq

/z z2ao

-z *22/zlnoa

This value represents a very high impedance

terminals, thus delivering negligibì.e power to the

due to the resulting high standing wave ratio.

In the presence of a target, a back scattered signal is received,

a sample of rvhich will pass through the directional coupler to the T.1V.T.

where it is highly amplifled, fed to the heater side of the filrn, tl-rus

causing a sudden rise in temperature. Ilence heat transfer to the other

side of the YOZ film will take place imrnediately by conduction through

the thin metal substrate. If the poler transmitted is high enough to

switch the vo|' its impedance lvil1 drop sharply, and in effect it will turn

to a metal which presents a short circuit termination to the qua.rter wave

length para71el stub, simple analysis will show that in this case zivo,
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at the plane b-b will be infinite clearing tl-re way for tl-re ge¡erator

to feed the standby antenna causing a sharper beam frorn the trvo antennas

operating as an array. once the target disappears, ilrere will be no

reflected signal to feed the T,lv.T. ancl the yoz slab temperature will
drop back to its normal condition causing the high impedance at the

generator terminals to build up again and return the second antenna to
+L^ -+^--ll-,,LlrE r r.dllutJy mooe.



APPENDIX F

Scattering of plane electromagnetic rvaves fronl dielectrj-c coated conductor-
normal incidence

Consider an infinite dielectric sireet on a metal substrate as shown

in Fig. (F'1). Let the dielectric srreet occupy region II (o < z < h),
the metal substrate occupy region III (h < z < *) and free space

occupy region r (z < 0). Also assume a plane wave incident from

region I normally on the slab with a y-polarized electric field gi-ven by

lE- = E exnl-'i K zl-O --'r\ J"O!'' (F.r)

where exp(jot) time dependence has been suppressed.

The scattered fierd in region I is also a y-polarized and may be

expressed in the form

-sb =REoexp[jKoz) (F.2)

where R is the reflection coefficient at the surface z = a.

At the interface between free space and the dielectric slab both

the electric and magnetic fields are continuous. hence

1q+
F+ts-È

L_L

Hi*11s=¡1t

(F. 3)

(F .4)

where E" is the transmitted electric field in medium II, Ht, Hs and
fH* are the incident, scatteïed and transmitted magnetic field respectively.

Since from (2.6) we have

dE.,-ì-+ = it¡u Hozx

then (F.3) and (F.4) can be written in the form
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fE lI + R) = E"o-

iK ,-t- O - I rftr
_ .---.- il _ Kl i., = _ -l-'-)

i r¡u o l,u rz
-o L-U

(F.s)

(F .6)

(F.8)

wlÌere U is tìre permeabi lity of tire dielectric s1ab.

dielectric must satisfy the waveThe electric field inside the

equation

')')+(V' + KilE' = 0-o- (F.7)

where KO = o'Æe is the dielectric wave number, e is its permittivity.

Since propagation is in z direction, equation (F.7) becomes

/T
.lL)+uL.trLnL^--- ô + l\' E = U

tã
oz

rvhich has a solution in the form

t
E* = A exp(iK,z) + B exÐl-iK.z)o- d'

applying the electric field boundary condition at z = lt which requires

that the total tangential electric field is zero gives

0 = A expliK.hl + B exnl-iK.h)
d.' d'

hence

Et = A[exp(jKOz) - exp(2jKdH - jK¿r)].

= j 2A exp(jKdh) . sin KO(z - h)

Substituting (F.B) in (F.5) and (F.6) yields

E 11 + R') = -i 2A exnfiK.hl sinlK.h)o- d.' r d'
(F.s)
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and
KU

.v-l 
"-o

Solving (F.9)

I

tl - RIE =o

^*J /'D 1^\4rru Lr.ruJ
K.ou-l-a:

JV l\r Udo

j 2^K, €xp(iK,li)-dd

simultaneously for

. tan tK ,hì-cI

cnc lK hì-""."d",

A and rve get

(F. to¡

(F . 11)

D_

and

KU
1 * j ¿, . tan(K¿h)

'.d Ho

A = i E expf-jK,hl o- o t'
Csc K,h

c
KU

o1+i':-'tanfK.hl- K,u 'd'
GO

Substituting fron (F.11) in (F.8) we finally obrain

electric field in the form

t
L - 

_L L

sin K, lz-hlcl-

the transmitted

I-----:-----;- . fF'l?l
sinlK.hl \! 'LL)-cl-K^p

[1 * jd, tan(Koh)]
"duo
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